
Ho Layout Proposal as of Apr 
16th 

Original plan dates from Mar 26 but 
following discussion with John Eilers, Dick 
Strahl, Bill Dillon, Bill Deitchman and Keith 
Waddell the following modifications were 

proposed 



A grid reference has been set up to better describe what 
changes are to be made to the plan from March 26 



Proposal 1a: The track in the L shaped peninsular is quite intensive, so a proposal was 
made to reduce the trackage while still retaining both main lines entering the peninsular. 
The blue main line enters the peninsular from the back main line and becomes the short 
line, while the front red main line enters the peninsular and goes through the Harriston 
switching yard. The front blue main line no longer goes around the peninsular. Space is 
freed up for a town (orange at G26).  

New Proposal 



Proposal 1b : Additional Spurs. More prototypical 



Proposal 1c : remove the green line link from short line (J18) to Harriston yard 
area(I24). This leaves space, avoids clutter and avoids wedding cake appearance. 

Remove 



Proposal 2 : to move the water in grid C30 further around the corner to F28 to 
facilitate loading of barges with lumber and oil. It may be possible to have a barge 
loader around the corner at ref F34 instead. 

C 
D 



Proposal 3: Have  compromise between the 2 main lines plus the switching yard 
(original)and the red main through the switch yard (Prop 1a).  Plan is to insert a red 
main around the yard preferably at the back of the yard so the main goes through 
the main st of the orange town. 



Proposal 3 cont. 
New red line where the original 
blue one was. 
Also red line goes through streets 
of town 



Proposal 5 : Move Oil Refinery from Grid ref E27 over to Angels Camp area – say E20 or B7 
This would leave space for a town. 

A 

B 



Proposal 6: Since the Lumber mill and turntable are unreachable from edge of 
layout, this should be moved over closer to the edge of layout. Suggest moving 
from L22 to K17. Green line and Blue line gone and put red in short tunnel.  

tunnel 



Proposal 7: Move Lumber Mill outside of short line. Would need a major rejig of the 
lumber line and the short line 

Lines gone 

Move 
short line 
to here 



Proposal 8: Rotate the roundhouse through 90degrees so that you can see inside 
from aisle way. Introduces discussion on how many stalls should roundhouse have 

Option 1 

Option 2 (fits current RoundH) 

Opt 2 has advantage can 
move closer to bottom of 
peninsular 



Proposal 9: alter tracks in yard next to 
roundhouse. Move sand and wash. 
Need to have a logical order of loco 
comes off train, goes to ash, wash then 
turns, then water and sand. Also 
discussion on moving the caboose 
track. Eilers took action item of marking 
up yard accordingly. 



Proposal 10: Icehouse?  Where and do we have one? 

Suggestion 

Have Icehouse inside two outer 
main lines? 



No Discussion yet on Angels Camp area 



No Discussion  on Mining 
Peninsular yet 
Other than a proposal to take the 
green line here and link around the 
layout to the Lumber line on the L 
shaped Peninsular 


